
FRONT

To make a circuit, you need at least
blue  +  green

pink  and orange are optional in between

Color Code

Manufactured for littleBits Electronics, Inc. 
in Dongguan City, China.

For more info, go to www.littleBits.cc

To put two bits together, let the magnets snap. 
You can’t snap bits the wrong way!

Magnet Magic
In this Teaser Kit

How to use it
1. flip switch on coin battery to “on”
2. snap pressure sensor to coin battery
3. snap bargraph to pressure sensor
4. squeeze the pressure sensor inbetween two fingers

Note: coin battery requires micro usb cable to recharge
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BACK

This kit contains a non-replaceable lithium ion button cell battery. This type of battery is hazardous 
and may cause serious injury if used improperly or exposed to unusual conditions. It may explode, 
ignite, leak or create a chemical reaction that is hazardous.

If you are unable or unwilling to observe the following warnings, DO NOT use this kit and contact 
littleBits at info@littleBits.cc or +1 917-464-4577

1. Do not connect any metal wire or other metal object to the battery or the battery bit 
    other than a charger or another bit to form a circuit.
2. Do not place or carry the battery bit in contact with any metal objects in any 
    circumstances.
3. Do not abuse the battery by piercing, striking or submerging in any liquid.
4. Do not allow the battery to get wet.
5. Do not place the battery near heat, fire, stoves or other high temperature objects.
6. Do not store in direct sunlight or leave in a closed vehicle.
7. Do not try to disassemble or modify the battery or the battery bit.
8. Do not place the battery in any oven, microwave or high pressure container.
9. Discontinue using the battery immediately and contact littleBits if any of the following 
     occur: during use or charging: unusual smell, hot battery surface, color or shape change, 
     leakage of fluid.
10. If any fluid leakage occurs and gets on the skin or in the eye, do not rub.  Flush with 
     water and seek immediate medical care.

                                     

This product contains small magnets. 
Swallowed magnets can stick together across intestines causing serious infections and death. 
Seek immediate medical attention if magnets are swallowed or inhaled.


